Custom and Production Shops

Why Work with CCI?
CCI has a history of innovation where we work closely with you to ensure we develop materials,
process, tooling and parts that suit your needs—at the right level of technology. Prototype work
(and rework) can be accomplished for a lot less time and expense than you might think when
working in composites. Imagine—A prototype project development where you might need
engineering teams, materials specialists, and first article builds down to a price, you should use
CCI's proven partnership to produce program.

Flat Panels — DRS Technologies Inc.
CCI were approached by DRS Technologies Inc. to produce a
solution for US military portable communications shelters, light
enough to be helicoptered into theater. Key product capabilities
were light weight, strong, durable, sound and heat resistant, but
DRS
most importantly, electromagnetically shielded for the
communications security. A challenging set of requirements was met in consultation with DRS,
with CCI key suppliers and with CCI's innovative production methods. Imagine—Anywhere you
might specify wood, metal, frames or forms, you can use composite flat panels instead.

Radomes & Telecommunication — Honeywell International Inc.
CCI were approached by Honeywell, to produce light weight weatherproof
radomes for ground based microwave stations. These had to be light, strong,
and modular for deployment and most importantly a constant thickness to
ensure integrity of broadcast signals. Careful selection of material, choice of
resin infusion for production and QA controls on part to part consistency met
these needs. Imagine—Anywhere you might need weatherproof enclosures
for electronic equipment where weight, transmission transparency, strength
and longevity are key, you can use composite radomes.
Honeywell
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Custom Mould Manufacture — C-Com Satellite Systems Inc.
C-Com Satellite Systems Inc. is based in Ottawa, Ontario and is a world leader in the fabrication
of satellite systems such as the iNetVu® Ka-98V Drive-Away Antenna. CCI was commissioned by
C-Com to fabricate the stowaway pod for this satellite
antenna, it is mounted on the roof of a vehicle for direct
C-Com
broadband access over any configured satellite. Imagine—

Any time you need a custom part that might be machined,
fabricated or cast in almost any material, you can use a
custom moulded composite part instead.

Production — Operational Performance Systems (OPS)

OPS

OPS is a manufacturer of choice for transportation vehicles for police, fire, EMS, military and utility agencies.
CCI designed and built unique truck fairings for a range
of utility vehicles for OPS. These customized truck fairings reduce drag, improving gas mileage, while providing additional storage in cab top cubbies. Imagine—Any
time you want a custom part for your production run that
needs to be built to a price, but turned around fast and of
high quality you can use CCI's production capabilities.

Contact us for a free quotation at:
E: sales@fastcomposites.ca
T: +1-613-599-6951
Scan or visit us online at:
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